Maintenance of Way ~ Work Equipment Bulletin

DATE: November 24, 2015

SUBJECT: CX Hammer Up/Down Cylinder Nordco P/N 28550259

RATING: □ DIRECTIVE (Action is required) □ ALERT (Potential Problem) □ INFORMATION (Action is optional) ✔ PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT (Enhance Product)

MACHINE MODEL(S): CX Hammer
C-CX Rebuilds
SS Spiker Model B and C
Production Screw Spiker Model B

SERIAL NUMBER(S): ALL S/N’S FOR MACHINE MODELS LISTED

SUMMARY: The mounting holes on the Workhead Up/Down Cylinder, Nordco P/N 28550255, may become elongated over time causing misalignment of the lockup on the workhead.

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: Installation of the new cylinder with press fit bushings will increase the life of the cylinder.

ACTION: If you are experiencing this issue Nordco recommends replacing your cylinders.

Please contact NORDCO Parts Department 1-800-647-1724 if you wish to replace your cylinder.

WARRANTY: None